## Tech Area 1 Kiosk Locations

**Building 832**  
Champion POC: Johanna Grassham | 284-1896

**Building 870**  
Champion POC: Jody Thomas | 284-5376

**Building 810**  
Lobby Outside Auditorium  
Champion POC: Don Joe | 843-9946

**Building 887**  
Champion POC: Anthony G. Chavez | 844-2805  
Lavone Jones | 844-8212

**Thunderbird Café**  
Champion POC: Kayleen Vahle | 284-3746

## Tech Area 2 Kiosk Locations

**Building 956**  
Champion POC: Jennifer Perea | 845-9764

## Tech Area 4 Kiosk Locations

**MO211**  
Champion POC: Michael Jones | 284-7715

## Tech Area 5 Kiosk Locations

**Building 6585**  
Champion POC: Eddie Garcia | 844-6476

## IPOC Kiosk Locations

**IPOC**  
1st Floor Breakroom  
Champion POC: Tamara Orty/Lisa Lucero  
844-8212 | 845-0453

## Off Base Kiosk Locations

- Juan Tabo CU
- Cottonwood CU

## Remote Site Kiosk Locations

- Carlsbad – POC: Dina Howell
- Pantex – POC: G. Dave Jones
- Washington – POC: Andrew Garber
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